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FA7 - COHEN DUDLEY
Geometry of Covalent Compounds
CHEMISTRY LAB: MOLECULAR MODEL
BUILDING LAB
In the second part of the Ionic and Covalent Bonds simulation, you will learn about
the octet rule and how to apply this to
building Lewis dot structures in a virtual
drawing activity. You will see that there
are many ways that covalent bonds can be
formed, depending on the compound and
electron conﬁguration.
Covalent bonding can be modelled using

baloon. Modeled here hydrogen ﬂuoride,
water, ammonia, methane, and carbon
dioxyde.
Models of Covalent Bonding Introduction
Molecules have shape! The structure and
shape of a molecule inﬂuences its physical
proper- ties and aﬀects its chemical behavior as well. Lewis structures and VSEPR
theory oﬀer useful models for visualizing
the structures of covalent compounds. Concepts valence electrons Covalent bonding
covalent bonds in a _____ Carbon atoms

form four covalent bonds but in_____ Number of chemical bonds Each carbon atom is
bonded to _____ carbon atoms. Each carbon atom is bonded to _____ in an hexagonal pattern, in the same plain lenght of
chemical bonds All the bonds have the
same
Model Building with Covalent Compounds.
Model Building with Covalent Compounds.
Background. Most of our learning is in two
dimensions. We often draw representations of molecules on ﬂat paper. Two-dimensional representations are known as
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Lewis structures. A pair of dots is used to
represent a lone pair of electrons, and a
single covalent bond ...

each model, and take turns building. Use
the kit’s color key. 5) Draw the “ball-and-stick” structure for each.

dents build Lego models of ionic and covalent compounds Based on your answer to
1'

Lab: Model Building with Covalent Compounds - Introduction Most of our learning
is in two dimensions. We see pictures in
books and on walls and chalkboards. We often draw representations of molecules on
ﬂat paper. Two-dimensional representations include electron-dot structures and
structural formulas. In electron dot structures, a

Lab Model Building with Covalent Compounds Data Part 1 Data Part 1 Background Most of our learning is in two dimensions. We often draw representations
of molecules on ﬂat paper. Two-dimensional representations include electron dot
structures and structural formulas. In electron dot structures, a pair of
The electron sharing that occurs within covalent compounds can be a very abstract
concept to understand. Many chemistry
(and biology) classes will provide students
with model kids to make covalent bonding
a little more concrete. This worksheet is
meant to accompany a class working with
these models to build speciﬁc organic compounds.
Lab Model Building with Covalent
Compounds
MODEL BUILDING WITH COVALENT COMPOUNDS LAB ANSWERS THAT S IT A BOOK
TO WAIT FOR IN THIS MONTH' 'Classroom
Resources Lego Modeling of Compounds
AACT April 17th, 2018 - Lego Modeling of
Compounds 6 Favorites In this lab stu-

Building Covalent Compounds
Building Covalent Compounds. Building Covalent Compounds Name: Date: Directions: Create this data table on a separate
piece of paper. Create 10 covalent compounds, draw a Lewis Dot diagram and
build a molecular model of each. You will
need a stamp for each molecule that you
draw & build.
Model Building With Covalent Compounds Lab Answers
Model Building with Covalent Compounds
Background Most of our learning is in two
dimensions. We often draw representations of molecules on ﬂat paper. Two-dimensional representations are known as
Lewis structures. A pair of dots is used to
represent a lone pair of electrons, and a
single covalent bond is represented by a
straight line.

Model Building With Covalent Compounds
MolView
ChemTeam Lab: Building Molecular
Models of Simple Covalent ...
Lab Model Building With Covalent
Compounds Answers
Models of Covalent Bonding - Science
Notebook
2) Write each compound formula in the data table. 3) Write the electron dot diagram
for each formula. Use diﬀerent colors for
each type of atom. 4) Build each model as
you go. Make sure all group members see
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1) Using a model building kit, construct
models of a variety of simple covalent
molecules. 2) Draw Lewis structures
and/or structural formulas of selected models. 3) Draw all the isomers of selected for-
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mulas. Brief Overview
MAKING MODELS OF MATTER STUDENTS’ WORKSHEET
The chemical formulas for covalent compounds are referred to as molecular formulas A chemical formula for a covalent compound. because these compounds exist as
separate, discrete molecules. Typically, a
molecular formula begins with the nonmetal that is closest to the lower left corner of
the periodic table, except that hydrogen is
almost never written ﬁrst (H 2 O is the
prominent exception).
better understand the geometries of small
covalent molecules. Since building accurate molecular representations requires
Lewis Dot Structures, you will also get extensive experience building Lewis Structures. Using molecular model kits: The
most common type of molecular models
are those using balls and sticks.
Molecular Models of Covalent Compounds Activity
Covalent Bonding and Simple Molecular Compounds
Virtual Lab: Ionic and Covalent Bonds
Virtual Lab | Labster
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Model Building With Covalent Compounds
Lab: Model Building with Covalent Compounds - Introduction Most of our learning
is in two dimensions. We see pictures in
books and on walls and chalkboards. We often draw representations of molecules on
ﬂat paper. Two-dimensional representations include electron-dot structures and
structural formulas. In electron dot structures, a
Lab Model Building with Covalent
Compounds
Model Building with Covalent Compounds
Background Most of our learning is in two
dimensions. We often draw representations of molecules on ﬂat paper. Two-dimensional representations are known as
Lewis structures. A pair of dots is used to
represent a lone pair of electrons, and a
single covalent bond is represented by a
straight line.
Model Building with Covalent Compounds
Lab Model Building with Covalent Compounds Data Part 1 Data Part 1 Background Most of our learning is in two di-
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mensions. We often draw representations
of molecules on ﬂat paper. Two-dimensional representations include electron dot
structures and structural formulas. In electron dot structures, a pair of
Lab Model Building with Covalent
Compounds
He used this idea to explain several previously puzzling facts about chemical compounds. In this lab, we will use a kit to
model the 3D structure of a number of
molecules, including several that van 't
Hoﬀ focused on. After building the molecular models, you will draw them on paper in
a manner intended to represent the 3D appearence.
ChemTeam Lab: Building Molecular
Models of Simple Covalent ...
Model Building with Covalent Compounds.
Model Building with Covalent Compounds.
Background. Most of our learning is in two
dimensions. We often draw representations of molecules on ﬂat paper. Two-dimensional representations are known as
Lewis structures. A pair of dots is used to
represent a lone pair of electrons, and a
single covalent bond ...
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Model Building With Covalent Compounds Lab Answers
1) Using a model building kit, construct
models of a variety of simple covalent
molecules. 2) Draw Lewis structures
and/or structural formulas of selected models. 3) Draw all the isomers of selected formulas. Brief Overview
ChemTeam Lab: Building Molecular
Models of Simple Covalent ...
Building Covalent Compounds. Building Covalent Compounds Name: Date: Directions: Create this data table on a separate
piece of paper. Create 10 covalent compounds, draw a Lewis Dot diagram and
build a molecular model of each. You will
need a stamp for each molecule that you
draw & build.
Building Covalent Compounds
The electron sharing that occurs within covalent compounds can be a very abstract
concept to understand. Many chemistry
(and biology) classes will provide students
with model kids to make covalent bonding
a little more concrete. This worksheet is
meant to accompany a class working with
these models to build speciﬁc organic com-
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pounds.
Molecular Models of Covalent Compounds Activity
MODEL BUILDING WITH COVALENT COMPOUNDS LAB ANSWERS THAT S IT A BOOK
TO WAIT FOR IN THIS MONTH' 'Classroom
Resources Lego Modeling of Compounds
AACT April 17th, 2018 - Lego Modeling of
Compounds 6 Favorites In this lab students build Lego models of ionic and covalent compounds Based on your answer to
1'
Lab Model Building With Covalent
Compounds Answers
better understand the geometries of small
covalent molecules. Since building accurate molecular representations requires
Lewis Dot Structures, you will also get extensive experience building Lewis Structures. Using molecular model kits: The
most common type of molecular models
are those using balls and sticks.
Geometry of Covalent Compounds
2) Write each compound formula in the data table. 3) Write the electron dot diagram
for each formula. Use diﬀerent colors for

each type of atom. 4) Build each model as
you go. Make sure all group members see
each model, and take turns building. Use
the kit’s color key. 5) Draw the “ball-and-stick” structure for each.
CHEMISTRY LAB: MOLECULAR MODEL
BUILDING LAB
Octet Rule. The Octet Rule requires all
atoms in a molecule to have 8 valence
electrons--either by sharing, losing or gaining electrons--to become stable. For Covalent bonds, atoms tend to share their electrons with each other to satisfy the Octet
Rule. It requires 8 electrons because that
is the amount of electrons needed to ﬁll a
s- and p- orbital (electron conﬁguration); also known as a ...
13.7: The Covalent Chemical Bond: A
Model - Chemistry ...
The chemical formulas for covalent compounds are referred to as molecular formulas A chemical formula for a covalent compound. because these compounds exist as
separate, discrete molecules. Typically, a
molecular formula begins with the nonmetal that is closest to the lower left corner of
the periodic table, except that hydrogen is
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almost never written ﬁrst (H 2 O is the
prominent exception).
Covalent Bonding and Simple Molecular Compounds
In the second part of the Ionic and Covalent Bonds simulation, you will learn about
the octet rule and how to apply this to
building Lewis dot structures in a virtual
drawing activity. You will see that there
are many ways that covalent bonds can be
formed, depending on the compound and
electron conﬁguration.
Virtual Lab: Ionic and Covalent Bonds
Virtual Lab | Labster
MolView is an intuitive, Open-Source web-application to make science and education more awesome!
MolView
covalent bonds in a _____ Carbon atoms
form four covalent bonds but in_____ Number of chemical bonds Each carbon atom is
bonded to _____ carbon atoms. Each car-
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bon atom is bonded to _____ in an hexagonal pattern, in the same plain lenght of
chemical bonds All the bonds have the
same
MAKING MODELS OF MATTER STUDENTS’ WORKSHEET
Models of Covalent Bonding Introduction
Molecules have shape! The structure and
shape of a molecule inﬂuences its physical
proper- ties and aﬀects its chemical behavior as well. Lewis structures and VSEPR
theory oﬀer useful models for visualizing
the structures of covalent compounds. Concepts valence electrons Covalent bonding
Models of Covalent Bonding - Science
Notebook
Covalent bonding can be modelled using
baloon. Modeled here hydrogen ﬂuoride,
water, ammonia, methane, and carbon
dioxyde.
Model Building with Covalent Compounds
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MolView is an intuitive, Open-Source web-application to make science and education more awesome!
13.7: The Covalent Chemical Bond: A
Model - Chemistry ...
He used this idea to explain several previously puzzling facts about chemical compounds. In this lab, we will use a kit to
model the 3D structure of a number of
molecules, including several that van 't
Hoﬀ focused on. After building the molecular models, you will draw them on paper in
a manner intended to represent the 3D appearence.
Octet Rule. The Octet Rule requires all
atoms in a molecule to have 8 valence
electrons--either by sharing, losing or gaining electrons--to become stable. For Covalent bonds, atoms tend to share their electrons with each other to satisfy the Octet
Rule. It requires 8 electrons because that
is the amount of electrons needed to ﬁll a
s- and p- orbital (electron conﬁguration); also known as a ...

